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Abstract—The problem of blind source separation (BSS) refers to
recovering original audio signals, called source signals, from the
mixed signals, called convolutive mixtures or observation signals, in
a reverberant environment. The mixture is a function of a sequence of
original speech signals mixed in a reverberant room or ambient. The
objective is to separate mixed signals to obtain the original signals
without degradation and without prior information of the features of
the sources, such as the locations, the spectral nature or the mixing
method. The strategy used to achieve this objective is to use
multiband schemes. Multiband schemes work at a lower sampling
rate, have less computational cost and a quicker convergence than the
full-band approach. For more challenging scenarios, an unequalpassbands scheme (UEPS) with oversampled decimation is proposed
for blind source separation application; the greater number of bands,
the more efficient the separation. The results are compared to the
currently best performing method and three standard methods and
show a significant improvement in the computational saving and
convergence speed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE speech signals of multiple speakers in a room are
mixed with other audio sources, such as music [1], and
noises [2]. Different methods have proposed to separate the
mixed signals for different applications, such as noise
cancellation and speech processing for people with hearing
difficulties [3]. Many researchers have suggested different
statistical solutions for blind separation applications in audio
signal processing and cognitive psychology [4].
Nowadays, speech recognition technology is desirable
in speaker identification applications [1]. Though, the
recognition worsens rapidly when many people talk at the
same time or background noise is added to the speech signals
(e.g., air-conditioning, engine noises of machinery, noise,
etc.). This challenge motivates researchers to find a way to
create new devices and methods that extract the original
speech signals from the undesired signals. This scenario which
seeks to detect an individual speech among mixtures captured
by microphones [5],.
The motivation for this study are good performing results,
which showed that the UEPS has a superior performance over
the EPS [5] for applications that need a huge number of

parameters, such as system identification and convolutive
mixtures BSS.
The principle of BSS can be stated as follows: it is required to
reconstruct the N sources signals that are received by M
mixtures. The processing is then blind, i.e., it has no prior
knowledge of the mixing system and the sources are
unobservable. It is necessary to have an additional assumption;
otherwise, the blind source separation appears as an
unsolvable problem. This is why most of the BSS techniques
assume that the sources are independent. Initially, it was
modelled based on a single product, i.e., the sensors receive at
each instant a linear combination of the source signals. Later,
modelling close to reality was introduced. One of these
models considers transmission channel as a system based on a
filtering operation. In other words, the captured signals are
linearly dependent on both the source and their delayed
versions. The mixing system is said to be a linear convolutive
system.
Different approaches have offered different solutions to
the BSS problem, some of them were stated above. One
approach is to use the Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
technique, formalized by Comon in [7].
Our proposal is a blind source separation approach for
reverberant rooms (convolutive mixtures) that uses
NMD_UEPS filter bank scheme with real-coefficients, to
extract the original speech with a better convergence speed
and lower computational complexity. To achieve this goal,
this proposed structure uses a novel normalisation approach
for the adaptation algorithm. Multiple bands are used in the
separation system. The rationale for using multiple bands is to
enhance the convergence speed and decrease the
computational cost as it is compared to the full-band
algorithm.

II. MULTIBAND BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION IN TIME DOMAIN
We first propose a further reduction to equation [8]:
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of the normalisation factor to a scalar. In this case,
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with 𝑦𝑛𝑖 (𝑙) is given by equation (3):
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This reduction will significantly decrease the computational
cost. For higher order separation filters, equation (4):
 U 
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can be simplified by considering only the dominant terms,
resulting in
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The expression above was obtained by considering the
normalisation factor of the simplified equation (2), 𝐷 = U and
K = 2 𝐷.
Our proposal is to use a NMD_UEPS filter bank with
octave bands. The proposed blind source separation system is
with two inputs and two outputs considering an UEPS filter
bank with L bands. This is a modified version of the proposed
work presented in [8]. The signals at the separation filters
𝑖 (𝑘)
inputs of each band 𝜔
̃𝑚𝑛
are decimated by half of the
maximal decimation factor to minimise the alaising
throughout the adaptation process of the coefficients. The
output signals for the separation filter of each band are
decimated by a factor of 2 to restore the maximal sampling
rate of the scheme before the reconstruction stage of the
output signal.
For PR in a two-channel cosine-modulated filter bank with
EP, we can write
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where 𝜑ℓ = (−1)ℓ 4 for ℓ = 0.1 and 0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐾𝑀 − 1.
For a two-channel octave-bands filter bank, (equations (5) and
(6)), are equivalent to the EP with L-band tree filter bank. The
number of coefficients of each separation filter in ith band
𝑖
𝜔𝑚𝑛
(𝑘) must be at least [8]
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The above matrices have dimensions 𝐷i x 𝐷i (with 1 ≤ 𝐷i ≤
Ui) and Ki × 𝐷i (with Ki ≥ 𝐷i), respectively, 𝑏𝑖 is the number
of blocks, Ki is the size of each block, and 𝛾𝑖𝑛 is the nth
adaptation step of the ith band, and r is the number of iterations
for all bands.
For the purpose of lower computational cost, the
𝑖 −1
normalisation factor 𝑅𝑛𝑛
(𝑚) can be simplified to a scalar (see
equation (2)). In this case,
i
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with 𝒚𝑖𝑛 (l) corresponding with the first column of the matrix of
delay-time block (equation (11)).
The implementation of the proposed multiband version is
more flexible than the full-band version. For example, it can
work with separation filters of different lengths and
independent learning rates of various bands.

III. RESULTS
In our experiment, discarding the use of a filter bank with
complex coefficients, we contrast only the full-band and
multiband schemes, both with approximate normalisation
methods according to equations (2() and (11). The UEPS is
tested with octave-band filter banks and perfect reconstruction
for L = 4 bands Fig. 1 demonstrates Pi,j(z) for of the multiband
UEPS. Fig. 1 also Pi,j(z) for the multiband UEPS.

(7)

for the ith synthesis filter bank, the order is 𝐾𝑄𝑖 .
Every separation filter can be regulated individually by its
own coefficients. The full-band approach in equation:
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Fig. 1: 𝑃𝑖,𝑖 (𝑧) for L = 4

is applied to the multiple bands, and the update equation of the
filter parameters of the ith band is expressed as follows:
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Our proposed algorithm is validated with some standards
and another best performing work using PESQ metrics as a
benchmark for testing multiband scheme for the FB scheme.
The performance of the BSS in i = 3 is always inferior to
the other bands, because of employing a reduced filter’s
length, leading to a minimised signal-to-interference-ratio.

The perceptual evolutions are carried out by one female and
one male English speakers using a PESQ (Perceptual
Evaluation Signal Quality) tool [9] and the results are
compared with three standards, that are used as a benchmark,
and one best performing work [10], see Table 1. Fig. 2
depicts the estimates of the original sources of full-band and
multiband for following lengths of mixtures: L = 256, 512,
and 1024, and their spectral power. Fig. 3 provides
visualization for the spectrum of the first and second original
sources compared to the spectrum of the estimated signals at
the outputs of the first and second band, respectively. The
obtained outcomes demonstrate how resilient the proposed
scheme is to the scaling of the output signals and the
whitening of the sources.

(c) Mixing filter length 1024
Fig. 1: FB and MBs spectrum with different filter lengths

TABLE 1: THE PESQ OF THE PROPOSED METHOD IS COMPARED TO
THREE STANDARDS AND BEST PERFORMING WORK [10].

PESQ of the
Female
Speaker
PESQ of the
Male
Speaker

FastICA

JADE

SOBI

[10]

Proposed
Method

3.25

3.29

2.58

3.29

3.31

Fig. 3 The spectra of the original sources 1 and 2, and the
separated signals at bands y1 & y2.

4.27

4.14

3.45

4.38

4.43

IV. CONCLUSION
Simulations are performed on speech signals. These
simulations demonstrate the superior performance of the
proposed multiband scheme over the full-band scheme. The
results show a significant improvement in the proposed
algorithm in comparison to three standards and a new best
performing algorithm.
Simulations are performed on speech signals. These
simulations demonstrate the superior performance of the
proposed multiband scheme over the full-band scheme.

(a) Mixing filter length 256

(b) Mixing filter length 512
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